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Abstract
During the past few years Special-purpose data mining systems 
have drawn great attention in the research and industrial area for 
their application into real environments and more spatial data is 
used with the application and development of modern science and 
technology. Therefore, obtaining the spatial knowledge becomes 
more important and meaningful. Data mining is the process of 
analyzing data from different perspectives and summarizing it 
into useful information. Spatial data mining is the extraction of 
hidden, useful and interesting spatial or non-spatial patterns from 
large amount of incomplete and noisy spatial databases. Spatial 
data mining presents new challenges due to the large size of 
spatial data, the complexity of spatial data types, and the special 
nature of spatial access methods. By collecting patients’ data, we 
analyze, predict and interpret the data to the health organizations 
for conducting Campaigns. Our contribution is to design disaster 
prediction system to identify the Cholera disease using Data 
mining tools i.e SPSS Modeler and Data mining algorithms.
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I. Introduction
Cholera is an infectious disease caused by a bacterium which 
infects small intestine. Artificial Intelligence (AI), with its various 
subfields, has a long history of knowledge extraction, representation, 
and inference in medicine. In dermatology, applications of AI 
methods, the focus has traditionally been on image analysis and 
understanding, aimed at providing decision support for physicians. 
The field of computer-assisted dermatology has thus benefited 
greatly from advances in knowledge representation techniques 
and machine learning algorithms. The recognition of signs and 
symptoms as well as their interpretation of patterns typical for 
specific diseases remain the core task for diagnosis. As such, 
dermatology benefits from intelligent computer applications 
that structure and analyze visual information, allowing the 
combination of this information with test results containing 
physical, biochemical or genomic information [4]. During the 
last decade computer-assisted applications have proven to be of 
value for the diagnosis of various forms of skin cancer, especially 
cutaneous melanoma, Cholera, Dengue Fever, Malaria, Polio, 
etc. The increasingly large amount of geographical data available 
to physicians calls for computer-assisted methods to extract 
information and knowledge from the available data [11]. 
The intricacy of spatial data and geographic queries along with 
intrinsic spatial relationships is a big challenge to traditional data 
mining [1] .The need of GIS (Geographical Information Systems) 
regarding maps has been growing in the medical field [13].

II. Application of Spatial Data Mining
Spatial data mining is necessary in order to extract unknown, 
interesting information from large amount of spatial databases 
[9]. 

A. Spatial Statistics
To check Collocation of bi spatial characters the methods like 
cross k-functions (Monte Carlo simulations) and lattice method are 
evolved. Another issue is to mine a peculiar type of relationship. 
On the basis of type of neighboring features, the relationship 
should distinguish two clusters is another study [2].These classes 
are formed in to hierarchies [3].clusters are effectively recognized 
by clustering techniques. These techniques do not assist for further 
analysis and also for discovering the cluster properties

B. Mining Collocation Patterns
Let us consider a spatial database S and F is the collection of 
Boolean spatial features. Consider I = {i1,…,in} where I is the 
collection of n instances in S, where every instance is a vector . 
Each vector has an ID, features of space and location. Imagine 
that there exists an ‘R’ over ‘S’. Mining of collocation rule find 
rules. A decides the collection of spatial features which is former 
part [6]. B defines the outcome of A which is the latter part. B also 
defines the support and confidence. Here the spatial predicate is 
“nearby” (regions). C is a collection of spatial features and L is 
the instance of C where L is the neighbor-set with the condition i.e 
every character in C exists in an instance of L, and there appears 
no proper subset of L. Whole collocation pattern row instances 
are represented as row set (C)[7].The probability that L in a row 
set (A) is included in L of a row set(B) is said to be a conditional 
probability ’p’ which indicates that if the occurrences are found 
in spatial features of A, the probability to detect the occurrence 
of B in a “nearby” region is ‘p’ [13].

C. Finding symptoms to build collocations
During these years the PC-based Geographical Information 
System (GIS) was developed to manage the huge databases on 
cases and a bacterium, Vibrio cholerae. Examples of information 
stored on the GIS are: patients’ particulars, locations of Vibrio 
cholerae breeding, larval densities, species of vectors, habitat 
types, premises types, and ovitrap locations [3]. Spatial and 
temporal analyses of the data for future planning are evaluated as 
the review of cholera sensitive areas; and for day-to-day operation 
planning such as the boundary of control operations in outbreak 
areas, the progression of an outbreak, etc.

Table 1: The Causative Agent of Epidemics
Common Source Epidemic Diseases

Disease Causative 
Agent

Infection 
Sources Reservoirs

Bacillary
Shigella 
disenteriae 
(B)

Faecal 
contamination of 
food and water

Humans

Cholera Vibrio 
cholera (B)

Faecal 
contamination of 
food and water

Humans

Diseases that are transmitted through food and water are as shown 
above.
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III. The law of total probability
There are many queries to cure diseases. They all are answered.
Table 1, explains the symptoms that are responsible for disease. 
If the person has a positive reaction to the test, that is considered 
as important data to build collocation pattern.
The conditional probability is defined as the probability that a 
neighbor-set defines the features of a causative agent, infection 
sources which is included in the global neighbor-set in the spatial 
domain for this disaster application. Given a spatial domain in a 
database view S, to measure the implication strength of a spatial 
character in a collocation pattern, a participation ratio Pr(C,f) 
has to be described. A feature f with participation ratio Pr(C, f) 
in pattern C means if the feature f is observed with probability 
Pr(C, f), remaining features in C are also observed in a neighbor-
set. In the area of spatial application in which there are no natural 
transactions, a participation index measures the implication 
strength of a pattern from spatial features in the pattern [6,13] 
for a continuous space. 
The participation Index is given by
PI(C) = min fЄC {pr(C, f)}.
Where PI is the participation Index and C is the pattern of 
collocation [13]. If the collocation pattern is observed with least 
probability i.e PI(C) then all the remaining features in C are to be 
found in a neighbor-set [8]. If the collocation pattern is observed 
with high probability which denotes that features of a collocation 
pattern are observed as together [15]

IV. Problem

A. Detection of the Epidemic
Cholera is a bacterium which is formed by drinking contaminated 
water or by having an inappropriately cooked fish meal (shell 
fish).Cholera is caused by a bacterium called 
Vibrio cholera. Cholera symptoms are vomiting, muscle cramps, 
large amounts of watery Diarrhea and reduced urine production
The advanced stage of cholera leads to death.
The possibility that dengue outbreaks result from anomalous 
patterns of precipitation, we analyzed the relationships linking 
rainfall, the abundance of vector mosquitoes, the degree of 
source-reduction coverage, and the occurrence of dengue during 
the couple of year period of observation[16].To model nuggets 
for epidemic recognition, the collocation rules are proved to be 
suitable.
We can analyze the disease affected areas by applying collocation 
rules. Collocation rules are applied to the symptoms of a disease. 
For example firstly imagine that ‘j’ is the result of ‘i’ which will 
be expressed as:
i → j. Secondly ‘k’ is the result of ‘j’ which will be expressed as j 
→ k. As ‘j’ has the previous stage of ‘i’, by applying collocation 
rule {i, j} → k is observed. At last ‘l’ is the result of ‘k’ which will 
be expressed as k → l .Then the whole expression is represented 
as {i ∪ j ∪ k} → l which represents i, j and k leads to ‘l’. In the 
same way the collocation pattern is applied for the problem
C: {cause of epidemic} {causative agent, infection sources}; in 
the nearby region with more probability.
The collocation pattern considered with practically proved 
parameters for cholera is as follows:
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Imagine that the collocation patterns (C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5) are 
expressed as P the resultant collocation of Dengue and cholera 
respectually. The participation ratio describes the intensities of 
the symptoms that play important role to form the collocation rule 
and builds the reference future.
The general syntax for assessing the reference feature is pr(C, f).If 
the probabilities of some features w.r.t C1 are understood as having 
the maximum and minimum. If the lead feature of the collocation 
contains least probability then collocation is considered as feebly 
important. The collocation is highly important, if the lead feature 
of the collocation contains higher probability [15].
However, the features and the probabilities considered will prove 
the collocation to be appropriate for the causation of severity of 
cholera spectrum (simple cholera to cholera death).

V. Algorithm
From the health demographic data, the algorithm is proposed to 
find the spatial knowledge

Data from the patients is collected• 
Attributes are chosen• 
Apply Collocation rule• 
Apply spatial predicate• 
Disaster affected area is identified• 

A. Introduction to data mining tool SPSS (Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences)
IBM SPSS is a wrap of modules for manipulating the given input 
data. IBM SPSS includes modules like Statistic Base, Advanced 
Statistics, Bootstrapping, Complex Samples, Data Preparation, 
Decision Trees, Forecasting, Missing Values, Neural Networks 
and Regression. In practice, the most important of these for 
statistical analysis are the SPSS Advanced Models and SPSS 
Regression Models add-on modules. SPSS Inc. also distributes 
stand-alone programs that work with SPSS. SPSS Modeler is one 
of the modules of SPSS package. Modeler is a collection of data 
mining tools. SPSS modeler includes Stream Canvas, Data or 
Output or Modeler Manager, Project pane, Modeler Palette. The 
model is designed in a Stream Canvas. All the model nuggets are 
included under Modeler Manager. Project Pane includes two tabs 
i.e CRISP-DM (Cross Industry Standards Process-Data Mining) 
which is used in business applications and Classes. Modeler Palette 
includes different nodes like Auto Data Prep, Select, Filter, Auto 
Classifier, Type, Table, Analysis, Apriori, C5.0, QUEST, CHAID 
and Decision list. The data mining tools in SPSS Modeler can help 
solve a wide variety of business and organizational problems.
SPSS is a statistical analysis and data management software 
package. We can read different types of input files like var file, 
statistics file, database file, XML file and fixed file. We can analyze 
data in the form of tables, pie diagrams, histograms and bar charts. 
SPSS include modules like SPSS Statistics and SPSS Modeler. 
SPSS Statistics is a software package used for statistical analysis. 

It manipulates highly complicated data and analysis by Simple 
instructions. There are 4 windows namely: Data editor, Output 
viewer, Syntax editor, Script window. SPSS Modeler offers a 
strategic approach to find useful relationships in large data sets. 
Algorithms used in SPSS include

1. CHAID Algorithm
CHAID, or Chi-squared Automatic Interaction Detection, is a 
classification method for building decision trees by using chi-square 
statistics to identify optimal splits. CHAID first examines the cross 
tabulations between each of the input fields and the outcome, and 
tests for significance using a chi-square independence test. If more 
than one of these relations is statistically significant, CHAID will 
select the input field that is the most significant (smallest p value). 
If an input has more than two categories, these are compared, and 
categories that show no differences in the outcome are collapsed 
together. This is done by successively joining the pair of categories 
showing the least significant difference

2. QUEST Algorithm
QUEST— Quick, Unbiased, Efficient Statistical Tree. QUEST is 
a method of dual sorting for creating decision trees. These types 
of trees are used to decrease the time of processing where as C 
& R tree analysis requires large amount of processing time. The 
aim of QUEST is to produce many sub parts to support inputs 
that allow more splits, that is, continuous (numeric range) input 
fields or those with many categories.

3. C5.0 Algorithm
C5.0 algorithm can be applied to build a decision tree. It is also 
used to create a rule set. On the basis of the field that equips highest 
information gain, C5.0 model acts by partitioning. The entire 
sample is divided in to sub samples. These subsamples cannot be 
divided further. Then the final sub samples are rechecked. Those 
sub samples that do not have significant value are pruned

4. Neural Net
A neural network can approximate a wide range of predictive models 
with minimal demands on model structure and assumption. If a 
linear relationship between the target and predictors is appropriate, 
the results of the neural network should closely approximate those 
of a traditional linear model. If a nonlinear relationship is more 
appropriate, the neural network will automatically approximate 
the “correct” model structure. 

B. Prototype
Data is collected from the patients and read in to SPSS Statistics. 
In this 2 views are observed. One is the Data View and another 
one is the Variable View.
Data View of the collected symptoms is as shown below 
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Table 2: Data View of Patient’s Symptoms

C. Results 
The collected Patients data is obtained in an SPSS statistics file. 
In the first Stream only historical information is chosen and role 
of Cholera is targeted, applied C5.0, Neural Net, and QUEST 
and CHAID algorithms for analyzing the efficiency. By analysis, 
CHAID is found to be the most efficient algorithm. Collected new 
patients’ data and applied CHAID algorithm. 

Fig. 2: Model Designed for Cholera Prediction Based on CHAID 
Algorithm

Based on the historical data the new patients have chances of 
getting affected by Cholera i.e 95.65%

Table 3: Percentage of People Affected by Cholera

The collocation pattern works as a predicting pattern for the bio-
medical researchers, analysts and the others related to the spatial 
area which will be useful to suggest suitable remedial campaigns 
.Socio-statistical techniques which are related to health-science 
can be implemented to improve the input variables that acts like 
a parameter to form a collocation rule, in order to prevent disaster 
in the spatial area if not permanently, at least  preventive steps 
can be taken place for the effect of such candidate disasters in 
the spatial area of interest

VI. Conclusion
Epidemics, infectious diseases are generally caused by a change 
in the ecology of the host population. It spreads rapidly and 
extensively by infection affecting many individuals in an area or 
a population at the same time. A study is done on the demographic 
data of health. A collocation rule is defined as former and latter 
actions. By applying collocation rule, the cholera affected area 
is found and results are analyzed. Using data mining tool SPSS 
Statistics, the computation is done. Model is designed using 
CHAID, C5.0, NeuralNet & QUEST algorithms. Among them, 
CHAID Algorithm is proved to be more efficient in predicting 
the epidemic disaster.
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